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To Butler Street





Flashes





11

Bowing down to this infrastructure
it is not just the name but history upon history
and you are the peon 
it is very clearly demarcated
this is the bottom of the pile and no matter what 
you should have your hand cupped
ready for overpourings.



12

We see bubbled wall in CHANCE 
as a new addition
to neighborhood development
not bad old gentrification
instead we say together: beautification. 
We are hot. Hotter. Red devils wagging our tails
steam from throats coating
observing trees. 
We flip silver communicators 
open our compacts
press our tiny palms
we’re linked in one huge network
migrating gray upon gray.
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We see morning flicker like the new egocentric. 
We say orange is immediate. 
We pile strappy objects, gloss our big skin
here we come to the wilderness 
where everything is brick and stone
trees are really smaller infrastructures
transmitters, shiny poles concealing communications. 
The flowers are people flying on bikes 
the air is boxes lived in
and space is a word
until that itself is formed. 



14

We add up how we’re doing against the rest
and see the newest eatery or purchase the best sale item 
as long as there’s no malfunction and we’re hydrated.
We stand proud and think of the guy with the ragged jeans
who declared in the interview: my style—sweaty and hot
and we think how figurative or literal this is supposed to be
but whatever he got the last image/word and we are in the field 
hunting brightly colored eggs.
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Revving up our power-bodies
we lift off to space
the fling of our motion leaves us grappling
for our own breathing valves. 
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Dumbfounded and dumber 
we are late for employment
and all passages seem derailed.
If we buckle we can grasp a twanging pulsar
take a ride
meet our deadlines.



17

Ready for the first hot juncture. I glide slide walk on by. 
Insinuating image in my fashionable walk. 
Conceal my eyes
repeat repeat. 



18

So much more livable when I’m barely dressed 
and others are attached to chairs on sidewalks
temperature on forearms bristle. 
So many ways to step down a street
to be noticed noticeable
to be the storekeeper’s window. 

Ways to hold a stem between which fingers and from what angle 
interacting with the street lamp’s light.


